Welcome to the Archery 4 Real group. Your job is to research and reveal all the REAL types of archery that captivate so many people today. During your presentation, you will also present some of the key aspects that make each type of archery so personally exciting or rewarding.

Assign half the members of your group to research and prepare a 2-minute presentation on the real types of target archery popular today. Research and include NASP and beginner archery, national competitions, 3-D, and even the Olympics. Conclude your presentation on how and why students might explore the various types of REAL target archery.

Assign the other half of your group to research and prepare a 2-minute presentation on real types of bowhunting using archery gear. Include information on numbers of bowhunters, species they hunt, archery revenue for conservation programs and why people bowhunt and "bowfish". Conclude with why bowhunting has become so popular as a hunting tool today for both archers and wildlife managers.

Your goal is twofold: 1) present your interesting REAL archery research, and, 2) why these types of archery might be personally rewarding sports for students to try.

On a separate sheet of paper or on your computer, develop your presentations that include the above assignment and:

- What types of target archery are good options for beginners?
- What can a person accomplish in money, scholarships, travel, and recognition in various types of target archery?
- How can bowhunting create opportunities for a more sustainable outdoor lifestyle?
- What are some personal rewards expressed by bowhunters - bowfishers?
- What types of bows best fit the different types of real archery?
- NOTE: If using video in your presentation, be sensitive and sensible by avoiding graphic video of animals being taken with bow and arrow.